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hiren's boot cd, a bootable software kit in the form of an iso disk image, provides you diagnostic, repair and recovery tools to fix all the issues related to windows operating system. this versatile tool is able to detect potential threats such as trojans, worms or spyware, back up data on local disks and recover
lost windows password. hiren's boot cd, a bootable software kit in the form of an iso disk image, provides you diagnostic, repair and recovery tools to fix all the issues related to windows operating system. this versatile tool is able to detect potential threats such as trojans, worms or spyware, back up data on
local disks and recover lost windows password. if you would like to start over and create an entirely new hiren boot cd, you can do so by opening the hiren boot cd and clicking on settings > blank cd. you can then create a new blank cd and burn it. if you are running on windows 7 or 8 and wish to have
better control over the bootloader, you should install bootmgr and bootmgr extender. these programs allow you to make system changes and set your boot priority. the basic purpose of the hirens boot cd is to boot your computer, and if you are lucky enough, it will boot your computer faster. hiren's bootcd
helps you to boot your computer faster by booting up your windows cd or usb drive as soon as possible. if you have a fast internet connection, you can also download hiren's bootcd, windows 7 or 8 iso files to your computer. hiren's bootcd is an easy way to reformat and create a new operating system. it
does not work on windows but it works on windows xp or 7. it also installs drivers which may be necessary for the computer to run. it also can repair some problems like windows password, repairing bios or other bios related problems. it also has drivers for other hardware like realtek lan, wireless lan, usb,
vga, sound, and other hardware. it also has a lot of extra tools like disk management, regedit, system configuration, etc.
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hiren's bootcd is a software that can be used to quickly reformat a pc. it can be used to check for errors on hardware. it can also repair some problems like windows password, repairing bios or other bios related problems. it also has drivers for other hardware like realtek lan, wireless lan, usb, vga, sound,
and other hardware. it also has a lot of extra tools like disk management, regedit, system configuration, etc. this software is meant for the average user who want to have a fresh operating system. it has an easy interface, and the tools are easy to use. hiren's bootcd is a software that can be used to quickly
reformat a pc. it can be used to check for errors on hardware. it can also repair some problems like windows password, repairing bios or other bios related problems. it also has drivers for other hardware like realtek lan, wireless lan, usb, vga, sound, and other hardware. it also has a lot of extra tools like disk
management, regedit, system configuration, etc. hirens boot cd dvd 15.6 contains 3 mini windows versions which are windows 98, xp and windows 7. it also contains 2 linux operating systems. the mini version of windows 7 which has been included in it is the modification of wondershare liveboot windows 7
professional edition. the restored version contains all the utilities which you can find in hirens boot cd 15.6. this application is called restored version because it has got all the commercial tools which were missing in the official releases. it contains support programs like paragon, acronis and active etc. you
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